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“The changes come on the heels of the SAMI exhi-
bition, which is a critical part of the Prince
Mohammed’s reform plan to create an indigenous
defense program,” he said.

SAMI’s goal is to become a “major player in the
global defense industry” and “localize more than 50
percent of the military spending” by 2030, according to
its website. It aims to create 40,000 direct jobs and
contribute 14 billion riyals ($3.7 billion) to the king-
dom’s gross domestic product by 2030. “The military
shake-up is aimed at cleaning up and reinvigorating the
structure as Saudi Arabia tries to create a viable, sus-
tainable and eventually an export-oriented military
industry,” Mohammed Alyahya, a non-resident fellow at
the Atlantic Council, told AFP. “Projecting military
strength is a key part of the strategy.”

“This plan seeks to reform the Saudi armed forces
from a large, inefficient fighting force full of top-level
bloat to a streamlined and professionalized military,”
Becca Wasser, a policy analyst at the US-based RAND
Corporation, told AFP. “The armed forces have been
plagued by wasteful spending, incoherent resource
allocation, and unmeritocratic personnel policies, with
the different services acting as mini-fiefdoms rather
than a coherent whole.”

The military reform plan appears geared towards
reducing inefficient spending and turning the armed
forces into a meritocracy, both gargantuan tasks in an
institution widely seen as resistant to change. Some of
the command shifts saw the removal of “dead weight”
from top ranks, Wasser said -military leaders opposed

to change who were sent into retirement. They were
replaced largely with younger, more flexible leaders
loyal to Prince Mohammed, further consolidating his
control within the military.

The decrees also included the appointment of
three deputy governors from among the descendants
of Princes Ahmed, Talal and Muqrin - brothers of
King Salman, some of whom may have felt sidelined
by changes since his accession to the throne in 2015.
One of them, new deputy governor of Asir province,
Prince Turki bin Talal, is the brother of billionaire
Prince Alwaleed bin Talal, who was detained in the
government’s anti-corruption campaign and released
only last month.

Meanwhile, Prince Mohammed will begin a visit to
Britain on March 7 which will include talks with Prime
Minister Theresa May on topics such as extremism and
societal reform, May’s spokesman said yesterday. “The
visit will usher in a new era in bilateral relations focused
on a partnership that delivers wide-ranging benefits for
both the United Kingdom and the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia,” the spokesman said. “The visit will also provide
an opportunity to enhance our co-operation in tackling
international challenges such as terrorism, extremism,
the conflict and humanitarian crisis in Yemen and other
regional issues such as Iraq and Syria.”

May discussed the visit with her cabinet earlier yes-
terday, including the much anticipated stock market
listing of state oil company Saudi Aramco - potentially
the biggest listing in history and the subject of a high
profile tug of war between Britain and the United
States. “The fact that there is a potential listing of Saudi
Aramco was discussed, but in no more terms than that,”
the spokesman said. In a separate statement issued
after the meeting with her cabinet, May said the crown
prince’s visit - his first since his appointment in June
2017 - would allow Britain to talk “frankly and con-
structively” about areas of concern like Yemen and
security in the Middle East. — Agencies 

Saudi shakeup sees
younger generation...
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The criminal court had acquitted all the 70 defen-
dants in the case but the appeals court convicted all of
them, handing harsh jail terms to 67 activists including
three MPs, suspending the terms for two others and
dropping charges on one after his death. The case is
now being reviewed by the court of cassation, whose
rulings are final and cannot be challenged.

The second article stipulates that all verdicts issued
in the case will be scrapped, whether they were issued
by the lower court or the court of cassation, even if

they were passed in absentia. It also states that those
verdicts will be treated as null and void along with all
the legal procedures and will not be included in their
criminal records.

Article three states that all those jailed under the
case - whether in initial or final verdicts - shall be
released immediately and the public prosecution will
take all the necessary measures to shelve all complaints
in the case. The lawmakers said that the proposed gen-
eral amnesty stems due to the special circumstances
that surrounded the events. They also said the move will
close a chapter of the past and open a new page to set
a bright future for Kuwait, adding the pardon will pave
the way for national reconciliation in the country. The
draft law must first be cleared by the legal and legisla-
tion committee of the Assembly and then sent to the
floor for a vote. A number of MPs have already
expressed their opposition to the bill.

5 lawmakers 
submit general...
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The kingdom is endowed with thousands of exam-
ples of painted rock art and ancient inscriptions.
Archaeologists last year used Google Maps to find
hundreds of stone “gates” built from rock in a remote
Saudi desert, which may date back as far as 7,000
years. They also discovered evidence of 46 lakes that
used to exist in Saudi Arabia’s northern Nefud desert,
which experts say has lent credence to the theory that
the region swung between periods of desertification
and a wetter climate.

The carvings in Al-Jouf may be the most significant
recent discovery. “This is an important scientific dis-
covery which reminds us of the important pre-Islamic
history of Saudi Arabia,” archaeologist Guillaume
Charloux, from France’s Centre National de la
Recherche Scientifique (CNRS), told AFP. “I can only
hope that it will lead people to discover the variety
and richness of the Saudi Arabian past,” said Charloux,
who led the research team with Khalifah.

The carvings have different styles, which suggests
there was more than one artist behind them. It is possi-

ble, archaeologists say, that the Al-Jouf site was one of
veneration or on a caravan route used as a resting
place or boundary marker. “My hypothesis today is
that the sculptors are local people, and that the site is
an emblematic place on the regional and caravan
routes towards Mesopotamia,” said Charloux.

More fieldwork is now needed to find the answers.
Many of the eroded sculptures are hard to date, but
archaeologists estimate they were possibly completed
in the first centuries BC or AD. “If they pre-date the
domestication of the camel, then they represent wild
specimens who may have been hunted, and a success-
ful hunt may have been vital for the survival of the
local human populations,” said Guagnin.

For now, Saudi authorities are closely guarding the
Al-Jouf site from any treasure hunters, amid local
speculation of hidden gold. The government is also
seeking ownership of the site from the local landowner.
Saudi officials who gave AFP the tour pointed out how
one of the rocky spurs seen from an angle appears like
a human face, with a nose-like protrusion. Also visible
alongside the engravings were painted art forms, which
showed human and mythological beings and an object
that appeared to look like a chariot. Khalifah, however,
dismissed some of the art as amateurish, “like a child
drawing on paper”, with no indication whether they
came before or after the sculptures. “There are so
many unanswered questions,” Khalifah said. — AFP 

Rock art mystery: 
Ancient sculptures...
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Deutsche Telekom CEO Timotheus Hoettges has esti-
mated the cost of providing 5G networks in Europe
alone will be €300-500 billion ($370-615 billion). The
telecoms industry will invest $275 billion in the United
States to develop 5G networks there, Sprint chief execu-
tive Marcelo Claure said Monday at the mobile congress
in Barcelona.

While the European Union wants European compa-
nies to start offering 5G in 2020, spending to develop

the network has been lower than in Asia or the United
States. “The timescales vary widely on a country by
country basis but the USA and China are the most likely
winners to be the first” in 5G deployment, Nokia chief
executive Rajeev Suri said on Sunday. He said he still
believed some European operators would start to move
up to 5G next year.

In Europe telecoms firms are focusing their 5G
efforts on business uses instead of by the general pub-
lic as in other regions. European telecom operators are
more cautious because the move to 4G by consumers
was lower in Europe than elsewhere, said Thillien of
BMI Research. “European operators know that demand
will be low by the public. They were burned by 4G and
see that European consumers are more skeptical,” he
added. — AFP 

5G wireless 
race heats up...

NABI SALEH: Israel yesterday denied its forces
shot a Palestinian teenager and said he suffered a
severe head injury when he fell off his bicycle,
sparking outrage from activists and his family.
Mohammed Tamimi, 15, confirmed to AFP that after
being arrested from his home in the middle of the
night he had told Israeli interrogators the cause of
his misshapen skull was falling off his bike, not being
shot. But he said it was only because he was afraid
of being charged with involvement in a protest,
adding that “they knew” he was lying.

A cousin of prominent jailed Palestinian teenager
Ahed Tamimi, he says he was shot in the head with a
rubber bullet during a protest in the occupied West
Bank in December, leaving part of his skull missing.
Israeli rights group B’Tselem produced medical
documents appearing to verify that Tamimi was
shot. The family has also presented what they say is
an X-ray showing the bullet wound. It occurred the
day Ahed, then 16, slapped and kicked two soldiers
next to her house in a video that later went viral. She
faces a long potential jail sentence in a case that has
gained international attention.

Mohammed’s alleged shooting has been a key
line of defense for Ahed’s actions by her lawyer in
court hearings. But on Tuesday, an Israeli defense
ministry unit that oversees affairs in the Palestinian
territories said Mohammed had confessed the
injury was the result of falling off a bike. “In
December 2017, the young man Mohammed Tamimi
injured his skull when he was riding his bicycle and
fell off,” it said in an Arabic language statement
posted on Twitter. “Today his father Abu Fadel

Tamimi is claiming in the media that his son was
injured by a rubber bullet in his skull,” it said,
adding in bold red letters “fake news”.

‘Obviously a bullet wound’ 
The claim of the bike accident came from an

hour-long interrogation of Mohammed on Monday
after he was detained along with a number of other
residents from Ahed’s village of Nabi Saleh.
Mohammed confirmed that was what he had told
investigators but said it was clear to everyone he
was lying. He said he had been arrested from his
home at 3:00 am Monday and moved between loca-
tions before being questioned by two Israeli officers
at around 9:30 am without a lawyer or guardian.

He said he was afraid they would charge him
with something as he had attended a protest where
he had been shot. “I told them I fell from my bicy-
cle. They said ‘oh, ok.’” Asked why he lied, he said
“they wanted to jail me.” He added that the two
investigators “knew” that the claim was bogus. He
said he came up with the bike story after seeing a
bicycle from the car while being driven to be inter-
rogation. — AFP 

Outrage as Israel
denies its 
forces shot
Palestinian teen

RAMALLAH: Palestinian Mohammed Al-Tamimi, 15, pos-
es for a picture at his family home yesterday. — AFP
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But Human Rights Watch has warned the new
Philippine ban would likely trigger a wave of unregu-
lated labor migration, exposing thousands to an even
greater risk of abuse.

Valued for their fluency in English, over two million
Philippine citizens are employed across the Gulf. While
the murder rocked the Philippine community in Kuwait,
many say they want to remain in the country. “I was
truly afraid - but actually because I want to stay here
to make sure my children graduate from school,” said
Luzviminda, who asked that her family name be with-
held. “But if the government asks me to leave, I will

have no choice but to comply”. 
Like many others, her fate - and that of her children

- now lies in the hands of diplomats, as the crisis
between the two countries deepens. Some plan to lob-
by the Philippines’ Overseas Workers Welfare
Administration to lift Duterte’s ban, at least for skilled
workers whose status in Kuwait is not tied to a single
family under the “kafala” (sponsorship) system preva-
lent in the Middle East. “There are a lot of opportuni-
ties for the Filipinos” in Kuwait, said Anna Bunda, who
works with a recruitment agency. “I hope that the gov-
ernment will hear us.”

And while rights groups have criticized Gulf coun-
tries for failing to protect migrants, 56-year-old Rose,
a housekeeper in Kuwait since 1997, said the benefits
outweigh the risks. “I worked for five families, the last
of which was an American family. They treat me well,”
she told AFP. “I cook what I want, and I exercise every
morning on my own - and I help my family back home
to cope with the burdens of life.” — AFP 

Courts tackle
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